RACING INCIDENTS
IN BRIEF OF IMMEDIATE PAST 6 RUNS
st Race The Manipal Plate
1
MORGANITE

Cl-3y, Maiden

1200 Mts.

Bg19-20 - 63⁄20176 was found to be trotting lame on left fore. Under the circumstances, it was permitted to be
withdrawn.
nd Race The November Plate Div - II
Cl-IV, 15-35
1400 Mts.
0

2
MARIACHI

Bg19-20 - 63⁄201795 Jockey reported that his mount was hanging ’in’ after entering the straight.

DREAM CHASER

Bg19-20 - 612⁄19408 had apparently lost its left hind shoe during the race.

Bg19-20 - 212⁄201605 Jockey was questioned as regards his riding in the above race and was slow at the start and
his mount was very soft (running green) as it was her first start.

AMALFI SUNRISE

BgS19 - 28⁄191645 jumped out awkwardly at the start. My19 - 1010⁄19880 withdraw the horse was restless while it was
being loaded to travel to Mysuru and tried to flip over.

JAN ZIZKA

STAR HOPPER

Bg19-20 - 63⁄201767 was slowly away and lost few lengths at the start.

DIAMANTISSIMO

Md16-17 - 2412⁄16520 was not declared to start. Bg19-20 - 212⁄201638 pulled up lame on left fore. Bg20-21 - 711⁄2098

jumped awkwardly outwards.
Bg20-21 - 111⁄20212 met interference approaching 800 Metres.

SPECIAL STONE

BgS19 - 88⁄19(173) met interference passing the 700 Metres. My19 - 209⁄19586 jumped awkwardly ‘outwards’ at the
start, met interference approaching 300 metres & Jockey was informed to be more judicious while riding out his mounts, particularly in the Straight and
he was informed that a repetition of a similar manner of riding would entail him being reported to the Stewards.

SADAQAT

AEROSPEED

Bg19-20 - 2012⁄19674 met interference passing the 300 Metres. 41⁄208811 met interference at the start.

COUNTRY’S JEWEL

BgS19 - 18⁄191577 met interference before passing the red marker post. Bg19-20 - 1511⁄1916 met interference along

the rails passing the 1000 mts.
Bg19-20 - 301⁄2012910 Jockey was severely reprimanded for the improper use of whip during the race.
th Race The Chikkaballapur Plate
Cl-II, 45-65
1200 Mts.

FORTUNEER

4
CORONA DEL CORSA

My19 - 308⁄19120 was not co-operative while being loaded onto the float for travel to Mysuru and sustained poll injury
and injury on both hock. Under the circumstances, it was permitted to be withdrawn. Bg19-20 - 152⁄201557 met interference at the start. 63⁄201815 jumped
awkwardly inwards at the start.
Bg19-20 - 2211⁄192210 Jockey reported that his mount was continuously changing its legs during the race. 612⁄194312
Jockey was fined for travelling wide from the 800 Metres till about 350 Metres for no apparent reason.

REGAL MUSIC
FIRE GLOW

during the race. Bg19-20 -

BgS19 - 226⁄19756 met interference passing the 1100 Metres. My19 - 298⁄1944 had apparently lost its right hind shoe
met interference approaching 900 Metres.

152⁄201559

BgS19 - 137⁄191150 withdraw on veterinary grounds as it was found to have sustained poll injury. Bg19-20 - 1412⁄19595
sustained bleeding injury on right hind coronet. My19-20 - 13⁄201122 saddle shifted slightly back, within 150 Metres from the Start.

HARBOUR SUNRISE

BgS19 - 277⁄1914711 it was found to have burst its blood vessels. Bg19-20 - 2211⁄19(20) had to be checked by its rider
at 900 mtrs.
Jockey reported that he had to steady his mount due to the crowding of the field approaching 600 metres and met interference
approaching 300 Metres. 41⁄20946 it was found to have burst its blood vessels (Endoscopy Grade - IV).

LAND OF LIBERTY

612⁄19434

GOLDEN OAKS

Bg19-20 - 2812⁄19732 met interferenece approaching 200mts and had to check and fall back passing the 800 Metres.

Bg18-19 - 1512⁄18706 sustained superficial injury on right fore cannon. 142⁄19(155) Jockey reported that his mount was
lugging out under pressure in the final 200 Metres. BgS19 - 236⁄19812 It was found to have pulled up lame on left fore.

SALVADOR DALI

SILVER DEW
My19 - 279⁄19683 jumped awkwardly ‘outwards’ at the start. My19-20 - 13⁄201127 the blinkers on got unfastened soon
after the start and the horse finished the Race without blinkers on it.
BENEDICTION

th Race The Hoysala Salver
5
TENNO SHO

BgS19 - 306⁄1910010 accidentally stumbled after jumping out.
Cl-I, 60 and above

1600 Mts.

CMn19 - 299⁄19992 received interference approaching the distance post.

Cl19-20 - 121⁄20862 returned to the unsaddling
immediate medical intervention. My19-20 - 13⁄201140

enclosure under severe distress. The gelding was examined by the Veterinary Officer and received
was not co-operative while being loaded into the float for travel to Mysuru. Under the circumstances permission was granted to withdrawn.

M19-20 - 22⁄201257 met interference and tightened for room and had to be checked soon after the start. My19-20 accidentally brushed the railing passing 1000 Metres.

SOUTHERN RULER
292⁄201089

ROMA VICTOR
interference soon after the start.

Bg19-20 - 2911⁄19305 met interference passing the 100 Metres. 1412⁄19569 jumped awkwardly inwards & severe
Jockey reported that his mount was lugging in under pressure in the final 200 Metres.

41⁄20(94)

WELL CONNECTED

M19-20 - 22⁄201258 bumped at the start.

MYSTIC FLAME

My19 - 308⁄19(11) met interference approaching 1200 Meters. My19-20 - 13⁄201107 met interference soon after the start.

Bg19-20 - 612⁄19466 after jumping out slightly swerved towards the left. 111⁄201003 Jockey reported that due to kick
back of the earth he had a partial vision during the race.

COMMODUS

BgS19 - 277⁄19(146) Jockey was fined for the excessive use of whip on his mount during the race. Bg19-20 2211⁄19212 Jockey reported that his mount was running green throughout the race. D19-20 - 182⁄201866 took a fly jump.
th Race The Bangalore Turf Club Trophy (grade Iii)
Cl-T., Terms
1200 Mts.

ELECTRA

6
KNOTTY ASH

Bg19-20 - 72⁄201422 met interference at the start and again passing the 1000mts and again passing the 300 Metres.

Md19-20 - 72⁄201690 was reluctant while being loaded in the float at Bangalore Turf Club and hence was permitted to
be withdrawn. My19-20 - 292⁄201076 jumped awkwardly ‘inwards’ at the start.

MULTIFACETED

AUGUSTUS CAESAR

M19-20 - 92⁄201324 met interference at the start.

DREAM CATCHER

Bg19-20 - 41⁄20927 Jockey reported that the track was shifty. Bg20-21 - 111⁄2068 met interference passing the 1000

Metres.

PSYCHIC WARRIOR
Bg19-20 - 63⁄201818 met interference at the start. Bg20-21 - 111⁄2055 jumped awkwardly inwards at the start and met
interference in the final 150 Metres.
My19 - 119⁄19320 withdraw it was observed to be suffering from fever. Bg19-20 - 1912⁄19645 met interference at the
start & Jockey reported that he had to steady his mount passing the 300 Metres due to the crowding of the field.

SAINT PETERSBURG

th Race The Lal Bagh Plate
7
WHIZZO

Cl-III, 30-50, 4 years old and over

1600 Mts.

0

BgS18 - 227⁄18142 was withdrawn on veterinary grounds as it was found to be trotting lame on both fore due to tendon
strain. Bg19-20 - 3011⁄19382 Jockey reported that his mount was not galloping fluently after entering the straight. 142⁄201483 met interference passing
the 300 Metres.

SHOW GIRL

Bg19-20 - 2812⁄19(75) Jockey reported that he had to steady his mount passing the 800 Metres.

MIGHTY RED

Bg19-20 - 1912⁄19633 met interference in the final 75 Metres.

Bg19-20 - 261⁄201270 was withdrawn on veterinary grounds as it was found to be lame on left fore. 63⁄201793 Jockey
reported that he accidentally lost his whip passing the 200 Metres. and An enquiry is being held into the incident.

ASTRAL FORCE

Bg19-20 - 2012⁄19689 jumped awkwardly outwards. 111⁄20987 accidentally brushed the running rails passing the 1000
Metres. and met interference approaching 900 Metres. 63⁄2018210 met interference passing the 700mts.

AGNAR

KALYAN

BgS19 - 98⁄191864 met interference in the final 250 Metres.

RIVERS OF BABYLON

BgS19 - 28⁄191696 met interference soon after the start.

16⁄19314

BgS19 - 195⁄1980 was observed to be trotting lame on right fore. Under the circumstances, it was permitted to be
was slowly away and lost few lengths at the start.

DREAMS UNITED

Bg19-20 - 2812⁄19793 it was found to have sharp molars on right side. Bg20-21 - 711⁄201611 met interference soon

SEA OF CORTEZ
withdrawn.

after the start.

STAR SAPPHIRE

Bg19-20 - 1412⁄19596 met interference at the start. 261⁄201213 met interference passing the 1300 Metres.

HIGH PRIESTESS
Bg19-20 - 3011⁄19318 Jockey reported that his mount was running green throughout the race. 301⁄201294 met
interference passing the 900Metres and Jockey reported that while passing the 800Metres he got squeezed for room by the horse on his outside POWER
OF SHAMBHALA.
th Race The November Plate Div - I
Cl-IV, 15-30
1400 Mts.

8
BLACK WHIZZ

Bg19-20 - 142⁄2015010 Jockey was forced to travel wide from 900 Metres to 800 Metres.

ECO FRIENDLY

Bg19-20 - 72⁄201377 met interference at the start.

SUN SPLASH
Bg19-20 - 261⁄201202 Jockey had to steady his mount to avoid striking the front runner LE MARC passing the 700
Metres. Bg20-21 - 111⁄2033 it was found to have sustained bruise on left hind cannon.
BELLATOR

Bg19-20 - 272⁄201693 met interference approaching 850Metres.

Bg19-20 - 1912⁄19660 was withdrawn on veterinary grounds as it was found to be lame on right fore. 142⁄201510 the
trainer was specifically instructed not to accept his charge before getting it passed fit by the Clubs Veterinary Officer, when it was under veterinary ban.

REVAN STAR
LITTLE JOE

Bg20-21 - 111⁄20410 Jockey reported that his mount was hanging throughout the race.

GIRL WITH PEARL

My19 - 3010⁄191275 sustained a two inch long cut over right hind. Bg19-20 - 111⁄20976 met interference at the start.

My19 - 2010⁄19(113) An enquiry is beng held into the vastly improved performance. Bg19-20 - 261⁄201230 Trainer was
fined for accepting his charge when it was under treatment. Subsequently, permission was granted to him to withdraw.

HAPPY DANCING

